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Abstract 
We give a criterion to decide when an n-string tangle in a handlebody consists of n parallel 
strands. 
Let s and t be two arcs of an n-string tangle in a handlebody. We write s + t if the arc s is 
parallel to the boundary of the exterior of t without passing through the other strings. 
We will show that n arcs tl, t2,. . , t, in a handlebody are parallel, if and only if t, + tj for 
all i and j such that i #j and 1 < i, j < n. 
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1. Introduction 
We will give in this paper a criterion to decide when an n-string tangle in a handlebody 
consists of n parallel strands. 
All manifolds and surfaces will be assumed compact and orientable, and submanifolds 
will be assumed to intersect transversely. A ball is regarded as a handlebody of genus 0 
in this paper. 
An n-arcbody is a pair (V, T) of a 3-manifold V with boundary and a set of properly 
imbedded disjoint arcs T = {tl, . , tn}. An arcbody is said to be a tangle if the 
3-manifold V is a ball. Let S be a subset of T. The exterior of S is a 3-manifold 
V - int N(U S), which we refer to as E(V, S). For every string s of S we take a 
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Fig. 1. 
meridian loop m(s) of s on aE(V, S). A subset S = {tl, . . . ,tk} is primitive in (V, 7’) 
if there is a set of disjoint discs D] , . . . , Dk imbedded in E(V, S) such that 
[CID, nm(tj)) = bij for 1 < i,j < k 
and that 
Dintj=@ forl<i<k, k:+l<j<n, 
where bi, is Kronecker’s delta. 
There are several papers studying when strings in a handlebody or a surface x I are 
primitive [ 1,2]. 
In the previous paper [3], we gave a necessary and sufficient condition for two proper 
arcs tl and t2 in a handlebody V to be parallel. More precisely, we write ti + tj if there 
is a connected component F of aV with ti n F # 8 # tj f~ F and if the string ti is 
primitive in the arcbody (E(V, tj), T - t3). Note that 
E(V, {ti, t,}) Z E(V, t3) h (a solid torus) when ti + tj. 
For example in the tangle shown in Fig. 1 it holds that tl + t2. The relation + satisfies 
the transitive law [3, Lemma 4.31. We write t, t+ tj if ti + tj and tj --t ti hold 
simultaneously. 
When ti + tj, note that there is a disc D imbedded in E(V, {ti, t3}) such that 
laD nm(i$)l = 1 and that D f’ tl, = 8 for Ic # i nor j. If we can so take the disc D that 
laDnm(tj)I = 1, th en we say that the two strings ti and tj are parallel and write t, 11 t,. 
A standard cut and paste argument shows that this relation 11 also satisfies the transitive 
law. If ti and tj are not parallel, then we write ti j-j tj. Note that if tiljtj, then clearly 
ti H tj. 
Theorem 3.5 in [3]. Let (V, {tl, tz}) h e a 2-arcbody. Suppose that V is a handlebody. 
Then the two strings t 1 and tz are parallel if tl H t2. 
Theorem 4.1 in [3]. There is a 3-tangle (V, {tl, t2, tj}) such that tl tt t2 and tl 4 t2. 
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Fig. 2. 
In this paper, we consider when n arcs in a handlebody are parallel. 
Theorem. Let (V, T) is an n-arcbody with T = {tl, t2,. , tn}. Suppose that V is a 
harld1ebod.y. If ti H t, for 1 < i < j < n, then tkjltl for 1 < k < 1 6 n. 
Note. It is well known that there is a 3-tangle (V, {tl, t2, t3)) such that tilltj in the 
2-tangle (V, {ti, tj}) for 1 < i < j < 3, and that tl, 8 tl for 1 < /C < l < 3 in the 
3-tangle (V, {t,, t2, ty}). An example of such a tangle is shown in Fig. 2. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
There may be a disc P which gives a decomposition V = V’bpW such that UT c V 
and W is a handlebody with positive genus, where hp denotes boundary connected sum 
along P. If there exist such discs, then we take one such that W is of the largest genus 
among all the decompositions as above. It is clearly sufficient that we show the theorem 
for the arcbody (V’, T). H ence without loss of generality we introduce an assumption 
that (V, T) does not permit a decomposition as above. At this time note that every 
compression disc of the surface aE(V, T) - (m(tl) U. U m(t,)) (if any) is separating 
in E(V,T). 
As we saw in Theorem 3.5 in [3], the theorem holds for n = 2 strings. We will show 
the theorem by induction on the number of the strings. We assume that the theorem is 
correct for n - 1 or less strings. Then we can take a disc Q’ in E(V, T - {tlL}), where 
Q’ is a disc of parallelism between two strings tl and t2 in the arcbody (V, T - {tn}). 
Note that Q’ may intersect the nth string t,,. We will show we can retake the disc Q’ 
to be disjoint from t,, which implies tl IIt2 in the arcbody (V, T). When we change the 
suffix numbers, this implies t,l/t, in the arcbody (V, T) for every 1 < i < j < n, and 
we obtain the theorem. 
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Let M be the exterior of strings E(V, T), and F the boundary aM, J the meridian 
loop m(t,). We take a l-manifold y = m(tl)Um(tz)U.. .Um(t,_,). Let M’ = T(M; J) 
be the manifold obtained by attaching a 2-handle D2 x I along J to the manifold M. 
Let F’ = a(F; J) be the surface (F - aD2 x I) U (D2 x 31) on aM’. 
In this situation we will apply Wu’s generalization of Jaco’s handle addition theorem. 
We call a compression disc D of F - J (respectively F’) an n-compression disc (with 
respect to y) of F - J (respectively F’), if 8D intersects y in n points. We also call a 
compression disc of F - J - y (respectively F’ - y) a O-compression disc of F - J 
(respectively F’). 
Theorem (Wu [S]). Suppose that F - y is compressible in M. If F’ has an n- 
compression disc Q’ in M’ with respect to y, then F - J has a k-compression disc 
Q in M with respect to y for some 0 < k < n. 
Note. In fact in the above theorem we can take the disc Q so that (aQ fir) c (aQ’ nr). 
This can be confirmed by a careful reading of Wu’s proof and a part of Jaco’s proof [4, 
p. 289 (line 43)-p. 290 (line 3)]. 
The disc Q’ of parallelism forms a 2-compression disc of the surface F’ in M’, because 
the boundary loop aQ’ intersects each of the meridian loops m(tl) and m(t2) in one 
point. 
In order to apply Wu’s theorem, we will show that F - y is compressible in 111. In M 
there is a disc showing tl + t,,. We take two parallel copies RI, R2 of it, and let X be the 
ball which is a parallelism of these two discs. Further, we take a tubular neighbourhood 
A of the loop m(tl) on F so that A n Ri consists of an essential arc on the annulus A 
for i = 1 and 2. Then after an adequate small isotopy RI U R2 U (A - (A n X)) forms 
a compression disc of F - y. 
Now we make use of Wu’s theorem. Then we obtain a new k-compression disc Q of 
the surface F - J in M, where lc = 2, 1 or 0. 
If Q is a 2-compression disc, then the note right after Wu’s theorem implies that we 
can take the disc Q so that it is a desired parallelism of tl IIt2 in (V, T). 
If Q is a l-compression disc, then tl or t2, say tl is primitive in the arcbody (V,T). 
For each string ti for 2 6 i < n there is a disc Di showing ti + tl. We attach a copy 
of the disc Q at every intersection point aD, n m(tl), and obtain a disc showing ti is 
primitive in the arcbody (V, T). Then a standard cut and paste argument shows that T 
is primitive in the arcbody (V, T), and we easily obtain the conclusion of the theorem. 
If Q is a O-compression disc, then Q separates V into two components, say VI and 
VI by the assumption in the first paragraph of this proof. Moreover each manifold Vi 
contains a string, say si of T. There is a disc S showing s1 + s2 in M. Note that 
5’ must intersects Q if a,!? n 4.52) # 0. Th en we applying a standard cut and paste 
argument to the discs Q and S, and obtain a disc showing the string SI is primitive in 
the arcbody (V, T). Thus we again have the conclusion of the theorem as in the previous 
paragraph. 0 
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